Lamar University's College of Graduate Studies will host its 2nd Graduate Research Conference on March 28 (9 am - 4 pm CST) and March 29 (9 am - 1 pm CST), 2024 at the Setzer Student Center, Lamar University, Beaumont, Texas. We invite you to propose your paper or poster by sending in an abstract as noted below. Conference sessions will be empaneled through a competitive process as will the poster sessions. Participants are welcome to submit to both the poster and paper sessions as long as the topics differ. A keynote speaker will present on March 28, with lunch provided that day.

Participants should be graduate students enrolled in an invited college or university (or grad faculty as noted in the special session above). Submissions need not include the paper or poster but an effective abstract thereof and should be in English and include the following:

1. Title of the poster or paper, first and last name of the participant, college and degree program in which you are enrolled, e-mail address, and telephone number at the top of the page. We will protect your information.
2. Abstract (up to 350 words) of the poster or paper, including its relation to the session topic.
   Because posters are a visual and interactive medium, please provide some information about how you will convey information visually. Indicate that the abstract is for a paper or poster.
3. The deadline for submissions is December 1, 2023, and those who submit will be notified in January 2024.

Send submissions to: rmlatimer@lamar.edu  
(409) 880-7041
Dr. Robin Latimer, Associate Dean for Student Success, Lamar University